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Objectives

By the conclusion of this talk, participants should:

1) Know the different social media platforms used for medical education

2) Gain tips on how to effectively learn through social media

3) Understand the downsides to the use of social media in medical 
education



How do we learn as adults?

Theoretical approaches to 

learning

Adult learning theory

Transformative learning theory

Reflective practice

Social cognitive theory

Self-directed learning

Situated learning

Communities of practice

Experiential learning

Kaufman DM, Mann KV. Understanding Medical Education: Evidence, Theory, and Practice. 2010
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Theoretical approaches to 

learning

Adult learning theory

Transformative learning theory

Reflective practice

Social cognitive theory

Self-directed learning

Situated learning

Communities of practice

Experiential learning

Characteristics of adult learners (compared to children):

• More likely to be self-directed (know their own needs and styles)

• Value learning that integrates with demands of everyday life

• Value immediate application (vs. future application)

We learn by observing and imitating others

Our learning is impacted not only by personal factors and 

internal motivation but by our environment as well



What does this have to do with Tiktok?

Interactive technologies that facilitate the creation and sharing of information,

ideas, and other forms of expression through virtual networks or communities

- Wikipedia

Wikipedia
Cheston CC et al. Acad Med 2013.

What is social media?

Web-based technologies that facilitate multi-user interaction that goes beyond fact-

sharing.

- Cheston et al. (2013)



How might social media help us learn?

We value:
Integration with daily life
Immediate applicability

Self-direction

Content spans multiple modes of delivery, media, and learning 
styles

Offers asynchronous learning that can be more applicable in the 
moment

We are social learners Dramatically expand our learning network

We learn by accumulating 
experiences and reflecting

Exponential increase in “experiential knowledge”

HOW WE LEARN HOW SOCIAL MEDIA CAN HELP



Rising use of social media

Pew Research Center
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What are the platforms?



Trends in social media use in medicine

McGowan BS et al. J Med Internet Res 2012
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Let’s agree on some criticisms first

It’s a waste of time1

It’s an echo chamber for a small # of people2

It’s too easy to be misunderstood3

You can violate patient confidentiality4

Plenty more!5

All true

and yet

all avoidable



Variety of content structure and medium

Podcasts

Videos



McGowan BS et al. J Med Internet Res 2012

Variety: Tweetorials



Variety: Infographics

Liver Fellow Network. https://liverfellow.org/post/quick-tips-hps



Staying up to date



Staying up to date



Integrate with the demands of life
Choose Journals, societies, annual meetings of interest to you

Find The social media accounts of the above parties of interest

Follow Hashtags for coverage of important meetings (DDW, The Liver Meeting, etc)

Learn Look out for online journal clubs or literature review



Baveno VII Conference



Increase your “experiential” knowledge



Multi-disciplinary case conferences



Multi-disciplinary case conferences



Expand your learning network



Expand your learning network



Flatten traditional hierarchies



Flatten traditional hierarchies



Summary and strategies

Search for content that fits your life and learning style
• Subscribe to a podcast or video series

• Save videos or links for future patient care situations

Curate your following via topics or hashtags

• Push notifications for specific medical journal 

accounts

• Hashtags for real-time academic conference 

updates

Increase the size and reach of your network

• Follow individuals in adjacent fields

• Aim to connect with one new colleague on 

periodic basis

Engage with the community through posts

and/or questions

• Share an interesting fact or journal article

• Respond to polls about patient scenarios

• Ask questions of your own (you never know who 

might respond!)



Downsides

When information is cheap, 

attention becomes 

expensive.

- James Gleick, The Information: A History, A Theory, A 

Flood



To revisit those criticisms…

Time and attention are precious, so use social media only as it fits with your needs1

Try to broaden whom you follow to avoid it becoming an echo chamber2

Be respectful (as you would in real life)3

Know your institution’s policies; never post patient identifiers; if in doubt, get consent! 4



CME/MOC QUESTION

Which of the following is not an appropriate strategy for using 
social media in medical education?

A) Post a patient’s picture to demonstrate a physical exam finding

B) Create a Twitter profile with a short biography and follow individuals in 
your field

C) Respond to a thread with your own thought-provoking question or idea

D) Post a question about a clinical scenario to get the opinions’ of others 
in your field



CME/MOC ANSWER

Which of the following is not an appropriate strategy for using 
social media in medical education?

A) Post a patient’s picture to demonstrate a physical exam finding

B) Create a Twitter profile with a short biography and follow individuals in 
your field

C) Respond to a thread with your own thought-provoking question or idea

D) Post a question about a clinical scenario to get the opinions’ of others 
in your field



Thank you
E-MAIL: HSHROFF@UNC.EDU

TWITTER: @HERSHSHROFF

mailto:hshroff@unc.edu
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